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iA DISCUSSION OF THE UNDULAT ORY AND THE CORPUSCULAR
THEORIES OF LIGHT AND THEIR PARTIAL RECONCILIATION
BY" LINDEMANH.
INTRODUCTION
In the past century much has been written about
the different theories of light. Some have been
elementary, and others theoretical articles. Experi-
mental and mathematical methods have been developed
which gave accurate accounts of the problems at hand
and verified the suppositions made in the beginning;
however, most of these theories stood on their re-
spective merits and failed to unite into a single
theory.
Modern Physics, a term which means knowledge under
the heading of present-day physics, that is, work which
has been developed during the past twenty-five or thir-
ty years, is in opposition to Classical Physics, known
before 1890. The reason for the separation is that
facts have been discovered since 1890 which are in direct
contradiction to theories established before this time
and thought then to be firmly and finally established.
Before 1890, no physicist questioned the wave theory
of light. Its triumph over the old corpuscular theory
was thought to be complete. Especially was this true
after the experiments of Hertz which proved the sound-
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ness of the Electromagnetic theory cf light; but on
the contrary these experiments of Hertz revealed a
new phenomenon, the Photo-electric effect. The formu-
lation of the Quantum theory along with the discovery
L
ov X-rays, radioactivity and electron "brought about a
direct opposition to the wave theory of light.
Now, reconciliation of these two theories is said
to be one of the two greatest problems of modern physi-
cists, the other being the structure of matter. By
using the new concepts of the present epoch of exception
al achievement, these two theories are brought closer
together. Although written in popular style, Lindemann 1
thesis sacrifices nothing to scientific accuracy; the
discussion, however, is not free from mathematical
formulae and those technicalities so forbidding to one
not familiar with them. An experimentalist wants some-
thing more than mathematical equations and searches for
what abnormal mathematical suppositions have to be Intro
duced, and above all, he desires to know their real
physical meaning. Consequently, the main thought in
Lindemann' s thesis is to make clear these questions and
to explain in simple terms (omitting some details) the
cause of the disagreement of the Undulatory theory and
the Corpuscular theory and point out the points in
common v/hich may make possible a reconciliation, and
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finally to show conclusively that the tv/o theorie
do have the same meaning provided we consider the
principle of indeterminacy.

1THE HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF LIGHT
The sensation of light is one of the first of human
experiences and we accept it as a matter of fact; and
it seems rather preposterous to inquire about its nature.
The human mind is restless and always curious and inquis-
itive, and if there is no legitimate explanation it will
eventually invent one. The early theories of light have
no resemblance to the facts and circumstances at hand;
the majority of them were founded upon ignorance and
superstition. If a theory seemed to be logical it was
accepted; there was no conception of critical analysis.
There are many names and theories which we shall be
forced to omit because of space, but the most outstand-
ing early theories are here mentioned.
1
Empedocles (484-424 B.C.) had as his theory that
light was due to the emission of the luminous or visible
body of small particles which enter the eye and are then
returned for the eye to the body, the two "streams" giv-
ing rise to the sense of form, color, etc. He proposed
that it took time for light to travel from one point to
another. This was not based on any observation, it was
simply abstract speculation. This theory was later re-
jected by Aristotle.
1. Buckley, A Short History of Physics - Chap. IV,
Page 61-62.
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Plato (429-347 B.C.) and his pupil, Aristotle
(384-522 B.C.) contended that light was a property
of the eye; that the eye sent out hypothetical ten-
tacles which would strike an object and thereby
illuminate it. Now, why we have bright objects and
dark objects their theories failed to explain; nor
did they elucidate why we have clear days and dark days.
The theories of Plato and Aristotle were abandoned
long before the discovery of the chemical changes which
take place in a photographic plate proving conclusive-
ly that light is a form of energy independent of the
eye.
A word might be said concerning Ptolemy of Alex-
andria (70-147 A.D. ) who collected the optical know-
ledge of his time in book form. The work found in his
books and the curiosity of the human mind led to the
theories v/hich we are to study at a later period in this
thesis.
Let us take a look at these physical and physio-
logical aspects of light which led up to the the
2 2
theories of Newton and Huyghens. Information of
scientific order regarding nature, came with the study
of lenses. A prism of glass will bend a ray of light
1. Buckley, A Short History of Physics - Chap. IV,
Page 61-62.
2. Cajori, History of Physics, Pages 81-89.

3on passing through it; this property is known as re-
fraction. From this discovery came the laws of re-
fraction; that is, rays of light in passing from a
medium of one density to that of another density are
bent. This law of refraction had been worked out
1
before the time of Newton by Snell of the University
of Leyden, and Descartes of France. It had been known
at an early date that the image-pr oducing properties
of a lens depend upon the laws of refraction. The
practical use of the telescope lens was encountering
some difficulties, because there seemed to be assoc-
iated with light an apparent decomposition into the
spectral colors. The rainbow was considered by Des-
cartes, a direct result of the refraction of light by
the raindrops.
This v/as the story of light when Sir Isaac New-
ton (1642-1727) began his investigations in optics.
As early as 1629 Descartes recognized spherical
aberrations', and many schemes were proposed for grind-
ing lenses with surfaces to prevent it» Newton showed
that grinding lenses almost flat and of very great
focal length, presented only a slight improvement in
the image, and he conjectured that perhaps the trouble
lay not in the lens but in the light itself. He began
1. Cajori, History of Physics, Page 76 line 3.

4to analyze the light. This analysis was the beginning
of an investigation which was to initiate one of the
most prolonged arguments in the history of physics.
He isolated one ray after another by screens and
caused them to pass again through a second prism. Here
he was able to measure the refrangibility of each ray,
and he found that the refrangibility increased from red
to violet. By this means the first prism sorted out
the colors which when put together made "white" light.
By this experiment it was demonstrated conclusively that
"white light" is made up of constituents or better spectral
colors
.
At this time theories of Leonardo da Vinci and his
predecessors had been wrong on the idea of color. It
was shown that color was not a property of matter, but
was determined by the kind of ray that the object re-
flected. These experiments were an advancement during
this period in the understanding of the nature of color.
Nearly a century passed before it was discovered that white
light produced only a very few sensations. Dr. Thomas
Young showed that light can produce in the eye only the
three fundamental sensations of red, green, and violet.
The other colors are formed by a combination of these
through the functioning of the retina. Therefore the
sensation of color is largely a physiological phenomen-
on. The color is in the eye, but the objective stimulus

5exists outside.
There is a difference between the physical and the
physiological phenomena of light. An example will
illustrate this clearly. Sodium flame cannot be separ-
ated into red and green physically, while the physiological
combination of red and green would give yellow, the color
of the sodium flame.
Newton saw that the outer edges of the lens acted
as a prism in that the light was separated into its com-
ponent colors so he abandoned the telescope, using
paraboloidal lenses
y
and developed the reflecting type of
telescope. Newton made the error of assuming that in
different media, dispersion was proportional to refract-
ing power and this assumption seemed to made achromatic
telescopes an impossibility. It was later discovered by
Chester Moore Hall and John Dolland, working independent-
ly of each other, that a suitable combination of crown
and flint glasses made a good achromatic combination.
This has led us up to the theories advanced by Newton
and later a theory by Huyghens.
Newton's theory of light is of great historical
importance. It is considered by some to have retarded
the development of optics and yet by later scientists
that his corpuscular theory was ahead of his time. It

6is of interest to note that in his communication to
the Royal Society in 1675, he said that he was by no
means dogmatic in his support of the Corpuscular
Theory. The Wave Theory and the Corpuscular Theory
will be discussed in detail in the following chapters
of this work*

7III
THE WAVE THEORY
Early development of the wave theory should be dis-
cussed from a historical point of view before going into the
modern conception of the theory. The origin of the doctrine
might be traced back to the speculations of Aristotle,
and, some of the terms may be found in the writings of
Leonardo da Vinci, and in the correspondence of Galileo.
More or less obscure ideas were expressed by Grimaldi
and Hooke; the latter defined light as "quick vibratile
movement of extreme shortness;" but he stated that the
movement was propagated instantaneously in all directions.
The founder of any theory is not the one who makes more
or less vague but happy guesses at it: the credit of dis-
covery is entirely due to him who demonstrates. If this
were not true, it would be very difficult to give the
date when the wave theory of light was first stated.
1
Before Huyghens, a rough outline of such a theory
had been given by Robert Hooke. Huyghens, in 1678, ex-
pressed the principle of the wave theory in definite form
and twelve years later he satisfactorily explained re-
flection, and the phenomenfcV of double refraction in uni-
axal crystals. This principle of Huyghens relating to
propagation of waves, is as follows. He regarded every
1. Cajori, History of Physics, P. 80 - line 12.
1. Woods, Physical Optics, P. 28-60.

8vibrating point on the wavefront as the center of a new
disturbance; these disturbances travelling with equal
velocity are enveloped by a surface that has the same
properties as the surface from which the secondary dis-
turbances start, and this surface forms a new wave-
front.
A spherical wave starts at as its center, then a
particle B within this sphere will be the center of a
spherical wave MLP and so on with other particles on
the wavefront BK such as are represented by the small
letters ! b. ' They too have new waves and all these
innumerable wavelets are spheres, each touching CD
at one point and thereby contributing to its formation.
It is seen that Huyghens* theory explained the phenomena
of light in terms of wave movement in a luminiferous
ether filling all space. Each luminous particle taken as
a source was pictured as communicating pulses or waves

9to the surrounding ether, much as a pebble thrown
into a pool communicates waves to the water through
which it passes.
One of the chief objections to his theory at
that time was that it could not account for the
rectilinear propagation of light, as shown by definite
shadow cast by objects standing in the pathv/ay of the
light coming from a narrow source. Take as an illus-
tration the pinhole camera. These and other experi-
ments can be performed to prove that light does not
bend around corners and obstacles as sound does. To
use the technical term, light did not seem to under-
go diffraction; but later it was shown that light
was diffracted.
Huyghens 1 answer in behalf of rectilinear pro-
pagation was that the impulses were regarded as com-
ing at irregular intervals, and the assumption that
only one point on the secondary wavelet was effective
in producing light. He stated that the secondary waves
produced no appreciable effect at a point unless they
were at that point enveloped by a common tangent plane,
or that the only effective portion of a secondary wave-
let was the small point at its apex which touched the
plane tangent to all of them.
To these early physicists light appeared not to
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suffer diffraction, yet if it was to be in a wave form
as sound is, it must show this phenomena. Young, how-
ever, discovered the principle of interference which
enabled Fresnel to give a satisfactory explanation.
If we take a bright source of light and place a
narrow slit a few feet away, then on the other side of
this slit, place a wire parallel to the slit and be-
tween it and a screen with the distance about four or five
feet, we will find that light bends around the wire to
illuminate the center of the shadow. There will also
be found bright and dark bands parallel to the shadow
of the wire. These effects are due to a combination
of diffraction and interference. These and other ex-
periments show that light does not always travel in
a straight line.
1
Further, Young admitted a small pencil of light
through a narrow slit S and allowed this beam to fall
upon another
screen perforated with two holes A and B very near
each other. From the apertures A and B we get two
more pencils of light which were received on a screen
1. V/oods, Physical Optics - Page 124-130.
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K. Where the pencils overlapped each other, instead
of a uniform illumination, there was a series of
brilliantly coloured bands. When the distance be-
tween the pinholes was increased, the bands decreas-
ed in width until they disappeared. When A was
closed or when the screen was removed at S the bands
disappeared. This showed that the bands were due
to the action of the light from A on that from B and
that the two apertures must be supplied from the
same source. The dark bands are places where the
light from the sources A and B produce opposite
effects and neutralize each other; on the other
hand where the bands are very bright, the light from
the two sources must aid one another. There is no
complete destroying of the light. The deficient
illumination in the dark bands is compensated by the
brilliant illumination in the bright bands, The sum
total of the light on the screen K is the entire
quantity furnished from the source S. There is a
mere redistribution of the light on the screen.
This interference phenomena is analogous to the case
of sand or dust spread over a vibrating plate or in
a sounding tube. The dust will collect along cer-
tain lines leaving others bare, but there is no
altering the total quantity, just a redistribution.
If light is a wave movement, each wave consisting
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of disturbances corresponding to the crest and trough
of water waves, then the joining or combining of the two
sets of such waves should produce the bright and dark
bands observed by Young.
Another great physicist aided the work of Young
in the support of the wave theory of light, Augustin
1
Fresnel, a young French engineer. He cleared up cer-
tain difficulties left by Young. Most important of
all he showed the conditions under which polarized light
will interfere, and as a result, arrived at the most im-
portant conclusion that light waves are transverse, and
are not longitudinal like sound waves as was first
supposed.
As an illustration, consider a tourmaline crystal.
It has the property of permitting light to pass through
in only one plane. For illustrative purposes it is
necessary to take two such crystals; place the two end
to end so that light will pass through them. By slow-
ly rotating one of them through an angle of ninety de-
grees, the light will be excluded. The first crystal
polarized the light. When we started out the planes of
the two crystals were in the same relative positions and the
light could pass through them both; but when one had been
rotated through ninety degrees, the plane of transmis-
sion of one was directly across that of the other and
1. Preston - The Theory of Light. Chap. X, p. 287-291.
1. Woods - Physical Optics, Chap. IX, p. 288-289.
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blocked the passage of light. This experiment demon-
strated that light was not a longitudinal movement in
which the vibrating particles move to and fro in the
same direction in which the wave from travels, for the
rotation of one crystal could not then interfere with
such a movement, But with the light characterized by
a transverse movement, the phenomenon of polarization
found a ready explanation, showed conclusively that
light was a transverse wave motion.
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IV
THE CGRUPUSCULAR THEORY
What is the nature of this "something" which pro-
duces the physiological effects called light? This
and other questions of its type have been asked
long before the time of Newton, and to this day they
have by no means been answered satisfactorily. The
crude ideas of Plato and Aristotle and others have al-
ready been stated and none of these seem to be of much
importance. The greatest advancements were made with
the coming of Newton and Huyghens in the seventeenth
century.
The work of Huyghens and his contemporaries has al-
ready been discussed and facts given for their belief in
the wave theory; we shall now consider conclusions arrived
at by Newton. It is worthy of note that Newton and Huy-
ghens were great pioneers in many fields, but they formu-
lated contrary theories on light which produced a contro -
versy that lasted over a century; and even now it seems
that the discoveries in the new physics have produced
experimental facts which are only partially capable of
reconciling the theories.
1
Considering the Corpuscular Theory Newton stated
that a luminous body emits very small or minute particle s
at high speed and when these come in contact with the
1. Preston - The Theory of Light. Chap. 1, p. 15, lins 23
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retina of the eye, they produce the sensation of sight.
These minute particles were thought of as incalculably
small. Newton further stated that they spread outward-
ly in all directions and travelled in straight lines.
He considered matter as made up of molecules with space
between them; so when light passed through glass or a
liquid, it was transmitted through this space.
Many of the phenomena of light known at that time
were explained to a satisfactory degree on the basis
of the corpuscular theory. To mention a few, consider
first reflection. It was stated that these minute
particles acted like rubber balls so that they rebound-
from a polished surface in such a direction that the
angle of incidence equalled the angle of reflection.
According to Newton's theory, the material corpuscules
of light were subjected to the attraction of gravitation
and therefore travelled faster in an optically dense
medium than a less dense medium whereas the reverse is
true. The incorrectly assumed fact here was that as
the light approached the dense medium there was a speed-
ing up of the corpuscles due to increased attraction.
Just why some of the particles were reflected, and yet
others were attracted and entered at increased speed,
Newton was unable to answer. Nor was it possible for
him to answer why these corpuscles had the same speed
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regardless of their source.
The velocity of light determined in 1675 was
186,000 miles a second. The question then arose as
to how could the retina bear bombardment by material
particles moving at that speed, even though they were ever
so ligjit. At that time it was recognized that a cease-
less radiation of light particles would diminish the
masses of the sun and stars. And today we believe
that the radiant energy of the bodies is the dissi-
pation of their masses, but our conclusions are ob-
tained by different reasoning from that of the cor-
puscular theory.
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V
RECENT DEVELOPMENT
S
Modern attempts to forecast the future are not
based on the considerations of dreams, omens, and
planetary conjunctions but upon sound logical exper-
iments and theories. In the study of the history
of science, it is clearly shown that there is a
definitely marked and long standing movement in a
particular direction. There are no signs of
retardation and it may be justly assumed that this
trend will continue for some time before its momentum
is exhausted. There are two definite trends in
this march. One is a steady progress toward con-
solidation and correlation of what was at one time
regarded as two independment phenomena. Secondly,
a steady trend away from materialism in the funda-
mental concepts.
The boasted permanence of the nineteenth-century
edifice has disappeared. Its once substantial
foundatiai s are swaying. Discoveries incredible
to the classical thought of Faraday, Newton, Huyghens,
Young, Maxwell, Kelvin and others are being marshalled
under the banners of Planck, Einstein, Millikan,
Michelson, Thomson and others.
The Photo-electric effect was a direct result
of the work of Hertz and at about the same time,
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Rontgen uncovered the X-ray. The Curies discovered
radium and along with others worked on radio activity.
These discoveries aided us in our conception of the
atom which conception has revolutionized our under-
standing of the structure of matter and the sources
of radiant energy. Along the "border line between
the two physics i.e., 'classical and modern', Max
Planck announced his theory of the structure of
energy. His quantum hypothesis has just about
compromised the unconquerable position of the wave
theory of light with that of the abandoned corpuscular
theory of Newton.
There are many other important developments; but
we are concerned with a few and therefore will proceed
to discuss these in the following paragraphs, showing
what relation ships they hold to our two theories under
consideration
.
1
Photo-electric Effect: In 1887 Hertz performed
a series of experiments in which he let fall ultra-
violet light upon a spark gap in a copper ring which
he used as a detector. He found that the voltage
that was necessary for the spark to pass had been
decreased. Here the ultra-violet waves had ionized
the atoms in the molecules of the air, which is nothing
1 - Richtmyer - Introduction to Modern Physics. Chap. VI.
Page 136 - 140
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more than setting electrons free and thereby increasing
the electrical conductivity of the air. Electrons at
that time had not been discovered but since then we
have called this phenomenon, the "photo-electric effect
1
Hallwachs investigated this whole phenomena
thoroughly by carefully cleaning a zinc plate and then
electrically insulating it so that any electric charge
which it might receive could not escape. When ultra-
violet light fell upon this zinc plate it acqiired
a positive charge. This charge increased when the
radiation became intense and the longer the light fell
upon the plate. The rays of light were dislodging
electrons from the atoms of the zinc plate and leaving
as a result an excess of positive electrification; on
further investigation, it was demonstrated that many
facts entered into the cause. The first one which is
not of great importance for our consideration was the
kind of metal used; second, and the one of greatest
importance for us was the kind of radiation used in
the experiment. Light of very low frequencies such
as red and yellow showed very little influence;
but ultraviolet light, X-rays and gamma rays were
of the most potent in producing the Photo-electric
effect. As a result it was concluded that, no matter
1 Wilson - Modern Physics. Chap. IV. Page 59, line
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what the radiation might he two facts stood out
above all; that the velocity of the electrons
emitted was independent of the intensity of the
light and that their velocity depended upon the
frequency. However, the intensity did govern
the number of liberated electrons. No matter how
feeble was the radiation, the velocity of the
liberated electrons was the same as when the light
which was thrown upon the plate was intense.
An ultraviolet light which had high frequency and
shcr t wave length, regardless of how feeble it was,
would liberate electrons with higher velocity and
larger energy than a more intense blue light.
Before we go into a more detailed matter of the
explanation, let us consider another example.
1
X-rays or Rontgen rays were discovered by
Rontgen in 1895 while he was using a Crookes tube
in which cathode rays struck the glass walls of
the tube. He further noticed that a piece of paper
coated v/ith barium-platinocyanide, which was lying
nearby fluoresced when the tube was working. When
objects were held between the tube and the paper,
shadows were obtained in the fluorescent light which
1 Starling - Electricity and Magnetism For Advanced
Students. Chap. XV. Page 470-471.
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indicated that the tube was emitting some kind
of radiation. Later it was found that this
radiation could not be refracted or reflected,
but travelled along straight lines through objects
of any shape and was not deflected either by mag-
netic or electric fields. It was found that the
X-rays are emitted when the cathode rays strike
any solid object; consequently X-rays are produced
by the bombardment of the metal plate inside a
cathode ray tube by swiftly moving electrons which
are shot ait from the negative terminal. The
higher the speed of the electrons, the greater is
the force of impact and naturally the shorter is
the wave length or higher the frequency of the
X-rays emitted. By letting these X-rays travel
through space and strike upon a metal, just as we
did other light waves, it was found that electrons
were snatched away from the metal and given the
same velocity that the original electron had which
1
was shot cut from the cathode in the tube. Again
we came to the same facts that were mentioned in
the photo-electric effect, viz; the more intense
the X-rays, the larger will be the number of
1 Wilson - Modern Physics. Chap. IV. Page 62, line 16
.
1 Richtmyer - Introduction to Modern Physics. Chap. XII.
Page 514 - 517
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electrons emitted; and the speed of the electron
will be the same as that of the disturbing electron
producing the X-ray. That is to say, the speed of
the electron will depend on the frequency. It was
easy for physicists to measure the speed of the
electron in the cathode ray tube before impact and
the frequency of the resulting waves and therefore
the speed of the emitted or released electron.
No one doubted the authenticity of these facts for
they had been proven experimentally but the explana-
tion of the observed phenomena was another question.
It was apparently impossible to explain them in a
satisfactory manner by means of the classical wave
theory of light.
The first and only real sound answer to the
difficulty was laid down by Einstein on the basis
of the quantum theory. In 1900 Max Planck intro-
duced into theoretical physics the hypothesis of
the elementary quantum of action. By means of
this hypothesis, he succeeded in solving a difficult
fundamental problem in the theory of thermal radia-
tion. He assumed that the "emission of wave radia-
tion occurs discontinuously in such a way that
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elements of energy of magnitude 'hv 1 play a part in
1
the process". These facts appeared to be a total
mystery on the "basis of the wave theory of light, but
remind us of Newton's defeated Corpuscular theory
of light.
Atoms being of different sizes, their energy
content is not invariable. As has already been
stated, the greater the frequency the larger the
amount of energy in one of these quanta. The magni-
tude of the quantum of X-rays is much larger than
that of a quantum of ultraviolet light. The factor
'h 1 , known a s Planck's constant is such that the
product of this constant by the frequency of the
particular kind of electro-magnetic wave under consid
eration gives the value of the quantum in any case.
Einstein conceived light and X-rays as moving
2
particles. Today they are called "Photons". His
reasoning was as follows: The electron is shot from
the cathode of the X-ray tube, and strikes the plate.
Its energy of motion is there transformed into a
photon or particle of X-rays, which travels with
the velocity of light to the metal upon which it is
to produce this effect. Here it gives up its energy
1 Haas, (translated by T. Verschoyle) Atomic Theory,
Page 20, Line 23.
2 Haas, Wave Mechanics and Quantum Theory. Chap. I, Page 3
Line 27, Page 4, Line 19
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to one of the electrons in the metal, hurling it
forth with a velocity and consequently with an
energy of motion, almost equal to that of the
original electrons in the X-ray tube. Most of
the energy in the first electron is converted into
a photon and this photon succeeds in transmitting
its energy without a loss, to an electron of the
metal. We then get the exact effects, which are
observed to occur. This cannot be explained on
the basis of the wave theory.
1
Einstein extended Planck's theory by intro-
ducing the idea of light quanta. The energy of
light quanta is also determined, according to
Einstein, by the product of 'hv 1 , where 'v 1 is
the frequency of light. Einstein's law states
that every mutual transformation between wave radia
tion and corpuscular radiation takes place in such
a way that either a single light-quantum 'hv* is
used to liberate a single electron or a single
light quantum is produced by the energy of a single
2
electron. The first part of this law is illus-
trated by the photo-electric effect where the
1 Haas, - Atomic Theory. Page 20, line 32.
2 Richtmyer - Introduction to Modern Physics,
Chapter VI, sec. 12, page 165, line 1
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radiation is transformed in"" Corpuscular radiation.
Frequency plays an important role in determining
the energy 'hv' of the quantum, hut on the other
hand we do not measure the frequency of light directly;
however we do measure the velocity , c' of the light
and its wave length 1 \* on the assumption that
light is a wave motion and then we compute the fre-
C
quency, . Hence we have to rely on the
wave theory of light to give us the energy value of
a quantum. The experimental facts of Photo-elec-
tricity are equally as cogent as is the phenomena
of interference, which has not yet been explained
on the Corpuscular theory, and the photo-electric
effect has not been explained on the basis of the
wave theory.
The quantum theory of the scattering of X-rays
seems to require that the X-rays consist of particles
hv
having energy 'hv 1 and momentum ~. It is supposed
that these particles execute some kind of oscillation
of frequency 'v' as they move along with the velocity
of light 'c*. The following experiments seem to
verify these facts.
Davis son and Gerner proved experimentally
that the reflections of electrons were precisely
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like that of X-rays from crystal surfaces. They
further showed that the speed of the electron
determined the angle of incidence before reflection
would occur. The speed of the electron appears
to be proportional to the wave number of X-rays,
or whatever corresponds to it. Thus electrons
had been shown to have characteristics precisely
similar to those of X-rays, long known to be
electromagnetic waves. That is to say, an electron
appears to be a little bunch of waves.
The triumph of Laue in obtaining X-ray dif-
fraction patterns gave evidence of the existence
of atoms and molecules and at the same time made
possible the measurement of the wave lengths of
1
X-rays. That X-rays were waves, there could no
longer be any doubt.
G. P. Thomson produced the same kind of dif-
fraction pattern by passing streams of electrons
through crystals. If X-rays are waves, so must
electrons be waves. Thus on the corpuscular
theory we might regard a beam of light as a "rain"
of corpuscles of energy.
It seems certain from our previous consider-
ation that the energy of the electron is derived
1 Wilson - Modern Physics, page 128, line 6
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from the rays, and the classical theory cannot
explain how so much of it is concentrated into
particular electrons in the time available.
According to the quantum theory of radiation,
the radiation is supposed to consist of quanta,
each of energy 'hv 1 , which travel out from the
source with the velocity of light. If an
electron absorbs one of these quanta it gets
energy 'hv 1 . This quantum theory as has already
been pointed out explains the chief facts of
photo-electricity, but of course it is hard to
see how it can explain the facts of interference
and diffraction which agree so well with the
wave theory.
1
Bothe and Geiger passed a narrow beam of
X-rays through hydrogen and into two chambers
located on either side of the beam, in such a
way that if a scattered quantum entered one
chamber the scattering electron, according to the
theory, would enter the other. The results were
as predicted. When ionization was produced in
one chamber, at the same instant ionization was
produced in the other chamber. Compton and
Z
Simon passed a narrow beam of X-rays of very
1 'Vilson - Modern Physics. Chap. VII ."Page 146, Line'l
2 Ibid. Chap. VII. Page 146, Line 15.
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short wave length into a C. T. R. Wilson cloud
chamber, and examined the electron tracks produced.
The recoil electrons produced short tracks and the
photo-electrons or ^-rays emitted by atoms with
energy approximately *hv' produced much longer
tracks, so that it was easy to distinguish between
the two. The results of these two experiments
seem to support very strongly the particle theory
of X-rays, which would be inexplainable on the
wave theory.
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VI
CORPUSCLES AND WAVES
Modern Views
De Broglie realized the extreme difficulty
of explaining interference and diffraction by
means of the corpuscular theory and at the same
time the disadvantage of the undulatory theory
in explaining photo-electric effects, yet on the
other hand he had a definite knowledge of the
advantage of each theory. However De Broglie
attempted to bridge the gap by conforming the
motions of the particles to the undulatory equa-
tions of Fresnel. The particle corresponds in
this theory to a group of waves, the group
velocity being the observed velocity of the
particle while the phase velocity cannot be per-
1
ceived directly. Considering the facts in
the photo-electric effect and those in the scat-
tering of X-rays by crystals we can see that
light has the essential properties of material
particles. Bohr's stationary orbits correspond
to stationary waves. The electric field is
1 Wilson - Modern Physics. Chap.V. Sec. 25,
Page 110.
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like a variable refractive index, while the
stationary state is one in which the wave-length
can he divided a whole number of times into the
length of the orbit. This theory implies inter-
ference phenomena for particles corresponding
to the interference of light. If these particles
obey the wave equation, then they must be reflected
and refracted according to the requirement of the
formula.
Schrodinger goes one step farther than
De Broglie who suggested that the train of waves
were associated with the moving electrons and re-
gards an electron as actually consisting of a
train of waves* He set up a differential equation
of the second order in which any required potential
energy could be inserted as a function of the
coordinates
.
However it is universally accepted that the
square of the modulus in Schrb'dinger 1 s equation
does not represent the electric density itself but
only the probability of finding an electron at the
1
point in question. Then this function is a mere
probability and we would then have the interference
1 Lindemann - Quantum Theory. Chap. I
Page 10, Line 25
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of a probability. Experiments have been
performed which show that if electrons are
allowed to pass thru a narrow slit they will
be diffracted over the whole space behind the
slit; and also if a second slit is placed
parallel to the first, there will be found a
series of narrow bright and dark bands. In
these bands the photo-electric effect is ex-
hibited. These bands are however similar to
interference fringes of light of a suitable
wave length passing thru two slits. When we
speak of interference fringes we have reference
to the two wave crests, one coming from each
slit, reinforcing one another and a crest
and a trough coming from each slit respectively,
thereby neutralizing each other. As a result
a series of light and dark bands are found.
This is what would be observed when the electrons
as well as the light passed thru the two slits.
Fourier has shown that a number of inter-
ference conditions could be built up by the sum
of a number of periodic trigonometric functions.
As was stated above these interference effects
have been observed with electrons which demon-
strates that they are of an undulatory character.
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If we give to them a wave length inversely pro-
1
portional to the velocity and apply the
periodic trigonometric equations, we can predict
just as we do in light just where we will find a
rare collection and v/here we will find them in
abundance. The shape of the wave will be formed
by interference of these infinitely extended sine
curves, both simple and complicated, which will
be in principle extended over the whole of space
and time. The longitudinal extent of the wave
will be designated by the Fourier components and
the lateral extent by interference effects
described by Huyghens.
Upon adopting this wave image, every electron
or photon must extend in effect over the whole of
space-time. The fact that these particles cancel
one another everywhere, with the exception of the
place where we would normally expect them to be,
seems to make them localized. In dealing with
the wave equation it seems that we should expect
to escape the question of probability or statistics
but herein we are deceived. For in the Schrodinger
wave equation we have the probability of observing
1 Wilson Modern Physics. Chap. V. Sec. 25,
Page 110.
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a particle in a given place. We would have to
maintain the argument that probability is pro-
pagated in an undulatory form. When we assumed
that with one slit the 'wave 1 spread over the
whole space behind the slit and with two slits
gave maxima and minima, we gave all that the
undulatory theory could explain; namely, dif-
fraction and interference. But it denies the
strongly localized and concentrated properties
of the electrons and photons. Another important
fact to be noted here is that the electrons and
photons on passing thru the slit could not be
diffracted and then reunite for the purpose of
exhibiting their corpuscular properties. There-
fore the undulatory theory is incapable of
harmonious association with the scintillation
effects. On the other hand Lindemann has shown
that the corpuscular theory will lend itself to
the fact that a large amount of energy can be
concentrated at one point and also give a satis-
factory explanation of interference. We there-
fore have these two outstanding properties of
our discussion so far. When we wished to explain
the localized concentration of the energy the
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the corpuscular point of view was referred to; but
when we wished to explain the distribution of such
corpuscles after passing thru the interference
apparatus the undulatory explanation was introduced.
Schrodinger * s wave equations gave us a probabil-
ity of finding a particle at a given place* This
was due largely to the statistical nature of primary
indefinables, space and time. Wave concept has no
place in statistical physics, due largely to our
concept of space and time. In our discussion of
the Fourier equations, we again faced the concept
of space and time. The reason for all these dif-
ficulties and the fact that we are unable to
recognize any relationship between the two theories,
lies in the inadequacy of spatio-temporal descrip-
tions. The way that we shall be able to shunt
these difficulties will be found in the consideration
of the Principle of Indeterminacy.
1
Heisenberg pointed out that any method used in
observing a particle will affect the circumstances
of that particle. The act of observing one
coordinate will cause a change in the conjugate
coordinate. If either time and energy, or position
1 Heisenberg and Pauli - Quantum Dynamics of Wave
Field Part II Zeits.f. Physik, 59. 3-4 PP. 168-
190-1930
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and momentum are selected as the coordinates, an
accuracy of the observation in one will produce
an inaccuracy of the other, of such magnitude
that the product of the two errors will amount to
1
Planck's quantum of action 'h' . This hypo-
thesis is the Principle of Indeterminacy.
1 - Lindemann, Quantum Theory. Chap. I. Page 11 - 12,
Lines 29-1.
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VII
THE PRINCIPLE OF INDETERMINACY
In describing the motion of a particle i.e.,
its spacial coordinates as a function of the time
1
this general expression
is used. This is known as Hamilton's principle
and tells us that the path of a particle in a
potential field is of such value that the dif-
ference between the Kinetic energy T and the
Potential energy V, integrated between the time
tA (when the particle is at A) and tg (the time
it is at or reaches B) is an extremum. /
\
represents a small change from the actual path
from A to B to any other path from A to B, which
is very close to the actual path. Considering
the system when the energy is constant, i.e.,
V + T = constant, the integral reduces to this
form:- r ^8
Which shows that the integral over the time
(1)
(2)
1 Wilson - Modern Physics (1928), Chap. V - Page 108.
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tA to tg will be an extreraum. This is then called
the principle of Least Action. It is further pos-
sible to express the K.E. as follows: Let :-
o
2T = m • v where m = mass of the
particle and v » its
velocity
But vdt = dq where t = the time and q
the distance
then dt=an element of time
and dq an element of distance
along the path
Substituting these values in equation (2) we arrive
at the following: / B
** ri rB
(3) Z\/m«v2 - dt = /\J m«v>!V*dt = /\ / m«vdq
Jtf, jfo Jft
But mass times velocity equals Momentum m*v p.
With q standing for a positional coordinate and
p for a dynamical coordinate, then the principle
of least action
,
expressed in terms of the two con-
jugated coordinates, is as follows:
.8
(4) A/ P'dq =
'ft
Any other conjugate coordinates might have been used
e.g. length and momentum, time and energy, or angle
and angular momentum. This is immaterial; our choice
depends on the problem at hand.
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If E is a simple quantum of energy radiated,
then according to Planck's quantum hypothesis
E = hv, where 'h' is Planck's constant or quantum
of action and v is the frequency of radiation.
h = E/v
[h]= [iC-lf-f*t]
This dimensional equation shows that f h' equals
energy multiplied by time.
2
The Principle of Indeterminacy states "that
the measurement of any one coordinate produces an
uncertainty in the conjugated coordinate such that
the product of the inaccuracy in the coordinate
measured and the error introduced in the conjugated
coordinate has a definite universal value
-27
h 6.545 x 10 ergs sees." "It is to be
remembered that this is not a derivation but comes
2
as a generalization from experimental facts".
Nature has been defined in terms of corpuscles and
therefore we measure and define other quantities
by the interposing of other corpuscles. According
to the principle as laid down by Heisenberg in a
previous paragraph, any method used in observing
1 Starling - Electricity and Magnetism, Chap, XVII
Page 575
2 Lindemann - Quantum Theory, Chap, - IV, page 35,
Line 11
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a particle will affect the circumstances of that
particle, which in short is nothing more than the
fact that we cannot make a measurement without
disturbing the thing to be measured. Taking a
concrete example will.make this clear.
Admitting that all reality is ultimately atomic;
then the measurement of quantities connected v/ith
particles will he affected by the use of other
particles used in making the measurements. The
measurement of the distance between two posts on the
ground by the use of a measuring rod placed between
them a certain number of times would, according to
this hypothesis disturb them. However repeating
the experiment would yield the same result. So this
type of measuring does not affect the objects measured,
even though the measuring rod did exert a small pres-
sure up on the posts. Owing to the size of the land
marks and to the insensitiveness of our perception,
the change in position caused by the slight pressure
of the rod was negligible compared with the distance
measured. But when ultimate particles are to be
measured, the source of error becomes of the same
order of magnitude as the thing to be measured.
As an illustration; Suppose we wish to measure the
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distance between two helium atoms and use in this
case another helium atom as our measuring rod.
To fit our illustration , let the atoms have a
definite diameter. When the first helium atom
comes in contact with the measuring one, some
sort of a reaction v/ill occur. The smallest
possible disturbance would transmit a consider-
able momentum to the first helium atom. Regard-
less of what the first position might have been,
when the measurements are completed, the first
atom would no longer be in the same place. Then
repeating this would give different results and
thereby introduce considerable error in our
measurements. Our conception of distance or
length would be changed. Had this been used in
the beginning our present idea of distance, space
and length would be entirely different from what
it is nov/. Even if we had used light in our
measurement of the particles there would have been
an appreciable error. The Compton effect shows
that the minimum quantity of light scattered from
an electron or atom produces an appreciable recoil.
Therefore an endeavor to observe the position of
the particle imparts motion to it. The concepts
1 Wilson - Modern Physics. Chap. VII Page 146
Line 15
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of space and distance, as a matter of fact, are
limiting ideas and may only be correctly applied
1
to objects of infinite mass. If we had been
concerned to deal with lengths of the order of
-9 -8
10 or 10 cm, and hence use measuring rods of
but a few particles, the concept of space and its
derived concept of distance would not have arisen.
The quantity ,h l is exceedingly small in relation
to the action and reactions we immediately perceive.
Around this quantity 'h', and of the same order of
magnitude, is built the whole idea of indeterminacy.
It has been pointed out, when the mass was small,
the recoil produced became more and more important
and the accuracy of the distance less. Other
analogies, such as temperature and color could be
used to explain the Heisenberg principle.
To determine the position of a particle
accurately a microscope should be used. In our
discussion let us consider , y l axis for the purpose
of fixing cur variable particle. Now from the
principle of optics two objects cannot be dis-
tinguished any closer together than is given by
resolving power of the instrument used. The
resolving power of a microscope is as follows:
1 Lindemann - Quantum Theory. Chap. II Page 19
Line 10
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A #1(i) Ay r
_
2 Sinoc
Where « stands for the numerical aperture and A
the wave length of the light used. Ziy is a small
change in distance on the , y l axis.
Considering light as made up of corpuscles
or photons and that their energy is equal to that
of the electrons which they can produce when they
strike the metal, then, according to the Compton
effect, the electron recoiling after collision
with a photon which itself has "been deflected
thru an angle oc , we get the equation
(2) APV = 2h • Sin pc #2
A
With a small change Ay on the 'y ! axis and a small
change ^Py i*i momentum, we can then apply the
principle of indeterminacy
The uncertainty of the photon /Xj on the posi-
tional axis and the uncertainty of the momentum
Py would give according to the principle when
multiplied together ,h l .
(3) Ay*ABa = 2h» Sin oc v A which reduces
A 2 Since
tO ^7 X A?y m h
#1 Houston - A Treatise on Light. Chap. VI Page 91
Line 22-32.
#2 An empirical fact from Heisenberg and Pauli -
Quantum Dynamics of Wave Fields. Part II Zeits.
f. Physik, 59. 3-4 PP 168-190, 1930
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When the accuracy of Ay is fixed, there would be,
according to this principle, an uncertainty A?y
.
The shorter the wave length of light used, the
greater will become the inaccuracy of A?y , This is
clear if v/e consult equation (1) noting that if 'A'
is smaller and the denominator remains the same Ay
v/ill decrease. It is to be born in mind that this
is not the undulatory theory even though the concept
of wave-length and frequency were used. These
terms were used as a means to get our results. This
however can be stated in an empirical form, "that
the resolving power of a system in which the light
is scattered thru a given angle, multiplied by the
recoil of a particle which scatters the light in
question thru this angle, is h .
It will be shown presently how this fits into
our problem, hov; the use of the dynamical coordinates,
which are left out in air present theories of space
time description, will aid us in solving the problem.
In passing it is well to also note, that whether
v/e use length and momentum ( x and m»v ) , or time
and energy ( t and E ) , or angle and angular
momentum ( and m^r
2
* $ ), there will always be
this fact that the errors in the two conjugated
1 Lindemann - Quantum Theory. Chap. IV page 37
Line 13
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coordinates are such that their product is the element
of action, 'h. ' These errors are natural and not the
results of human error. They follow from the fact that
the physical determination involves a reaction between
the thing to be measured and the instrument used in
measuring it. Nothing can be found that will make this
uncertainty avoidable.
It has been stated in a previous paragraph that it
has been impossible to explain the interference phenomena
from the corpuscular point of view. Also the conditions
in the photo-electric effect have been pointed out be-
fore; but to be clear on this point it is well to recall
the facts: light releases electrons from the metal
whose energy (after being corrected for the energy lost
in escaping from the metal) is proportional to the
frequency, and that the velocity of the electrons de-
pends upon the frequency. This, as we have stated was
impossible to explain from the undulatory theory, and
that it was just as difficult from the corpuscular point
of view to explain why light passing thru a narrow slit
is scattered over the whole of the space behind the slit
and why the two slits gave us interference (alternat-
ing bright and dark bands). Our problem remains now to
account for these phenomena (v/e have already shown that
they exist) by taking into consideration the dynamical
coordinates usually neglected and thereby bring to pass
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a partial reconciliation of the undulatory and cor-
puscular theories of light.
The phenomena of reflection and refraction c
1 2
be explained from the undulatory and the corpuscular
point of view. A surface can only give momentum to
to the particle at right angles to its plane and accord-
ing to the lav/ of conservation of momentum this gives the
law of reflection, since any -change in momentum can
only take place at right angles to the surface of the
3
reflecting medium.
When a beam of light falls upon a transparent sur-
face, the component of the momentum of the particle
parallel to the surface cannot be changed by passing
through the surface because of symetry (a surface can
A
only give momentum to the particle at right angles to
its plane). The angle of incidence for the first med-
ium
where P^ = component of the momentum parallel to
the surface and P, the total momentum. For the second
medium p
Sin <X= -jT-
H
z
P is the same as defined above and cannot change on
x
passing from one medium to the other. P^ the total
1. Preston p The Theory of Light. Chap. IX, P. 73-79.
2. Preston The Theory of Light. Chap. 1, P. 16, line 28.
3. Lindemann - Quantum Theory, Chap. Xlll, P. Ill, line .17-23
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momentum in the second medium.
f-S/n at = £'57/? <*2
S/n %
But since momentum is energy divided by velocity, we
can substitute P = -^- and P -— in the above equa-
l v, 2
"
tion.
Therefore sin d / - vl
sinflc v
2 2
This equation represents ordinary refraction and can
4
be therefore explained by the undulatory and the cor-
5
puscular theories of light. We can turn our attention
now to the question of interference and diffraction,
since refraction and reflection do not offer any diffi-
culty.
Take a stream of photons passing thru the slit
carrying an energy 1 £ 1 and travelling with the veloc-
ity ' C'» Take the direction of motion of the beam
such that it varies from a +0 to a -0 and considering a
component of their momentum at right angles to the beam,
We find that the ohotons would cover a range of -f £sin
This momentum and distance 'a' (which are respectively
a dynamical coordinate and a positional coordinate)
when multiplied together, according to the principle of
4. Preston - The Theory of Light, ^hap. V. Page 87-93.
5. Preston - The Theory of Light, Chap. 1. Page 17 line
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indeterminacy, would give 'h 1 . i.e.
Let a s -A y We obtain Ayj
From this expression we readily see that the uncertain-
ty of Aj position would be hc As has been stated
£ Sin
fixing the position in one coordinate produces an un-
certainty in the other coordinate. Hence if at the edge
the beam is fixed at position, with lateral distance
•a', the divergence would be B 5/h J^ov (i ) f/rj S~^ -
If we put hlf^ -=j£"~ in the expression for di-
vergence we come out with the recognized formula for
diffraction. Substituting:-
(2) sin^ = kt = 4£ = 4^ =i *?r a 6 ahu ate.
A
We have thus arrived at the phenomena of diffraction.
It is evident that as soon as the beam is confined to
the edge it is diffracted and becomes divergent, and lies
within the geometrical shadow of the screen. When the
angle becomes 90 degrees the sine is 1 and the beam
then becomes completely divergent. The whole region be-
hind the slit will be illuminated by the photons.
A second slit was added parallel to the first in
our previous discussion of light and the electrons; so
-«-l Planck T s Hypothesis. f v ! , the frequency of light and
,h l the quantum number. Hass - Wave Mechanics and
the Quantum Theory, Chap. 1 - Page 4 line 12.
#2 Refraction equation. Preston - The Theory of Light,
Chap. IX, Page 229, line 8«
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now let us consider the condition as such. Assuming
the second slit at a distance d from the first one.
Our problem presents a definite ambiguity rather than
just an inaccuracy. The light has the choice of two
slits through which it can pass. There is then an
ambiguity as to its positional coordinate rather than
an uncertainty which extends from o to d. The
position is either o or d and can not have any
intermediate value. We are here to discriminate be-
tween two objects small compared with their distance
apart. It has been stated that two objects would be
> *
resolved if /^j « _ —~r . The relation between
(the angle between the incident beam and the normal
to the screen) and (between the normal and the emer
gent beam) is given by the expression
(where z^y is the distance between the slits and A is
the wave length) which v/ill make it possible to separ-
ate the two objects. The light from the two parallel
slits will produce light and dark interference fringes
and there can be no statement about the objects unless
the objective of the microscope is in such a position
that the light from the two fringes can enter it,
c-1 \Voods - Physical Optics, Page 213, line 42.
Preston - The Theory of Light, Chap. IX, Page 229 line
sin sin
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Consequently the ambiguity in a positional statement
results in the deflection of the particles through a
series of possible angles given by the above equation.
Therefore the momentum given to the object may have one
of these values ^'^y- anc* also there is an ambiguity
as to which particle had a recoil. Then the distance
h
can have one of these values^ ^'^p '
Now we do not know whether the beam is between
the center ' o' and the fixed edge , a t (o and a), or
the total distance (d-f-a) and 'd'. However according
to the above experiment we can give to a definite ambi-
guity a set of momenta. The validity of our expression
is an "empirical fact" (according to Lindemann) and for
that matter the general formula of indeterminacy is also
an "empirical fact." Nevertheless the ambiguity d
h
means a series of momenta t
, where n = any num-
ber. Considering the photon, Lindemann states that the
total lateral momentum of the photon —- Sin <p will be
changed by one of the momenta ^n-Jl. . Therefore the
direction in which the photon will proceel will be
given by the following expression:
e
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This will correspond to the expression for the inter-
ference phenomenon if we replace the follow-
A
ing will be the result. /
A
S/n - Sin (f>'-^i n jjr-
*1
J( Siin <f> — Sin <£ ')- ± il- A
As has been stated the photon has the choice of
two slits from which to emerge, then (according to
Lindemann) it is an "Empirical fact" that the lateral
component of its momentum will be such as to conform
to the egression i where d is the distance
between the slits. Thus the photon will not enter
the microscope unless the microscope is placed at one
of these positions (corresponding to maximum illumina-
tion in an interference band). But if the photon
emerges from one wide slit (width /^y) then n = 1
in the formula and only the first order of interference
would appear. The fact that there is a gradual trans-
ition from light to dark and back again in the phenomen
of interference, is merely the obvious indication that
the general formula Lindemann has used represents the
mean value and in reality it will be shown that the
1* Woods - Physical Optics, Page 213 - line 42.
Preston - The Theory of Light, Chap. IX, Page 229 -
line 5.
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deviations are distributed upon either side of this.
An anbiguity in a positional statement implies
an uncertainty in momentum extending over a definite
range; but an uncertainty having a number of possible
definite values. This equation as previously stated
gives an empirical value for the distribution function,
whose average value only is represented. Accordingly
it is a probability function that is being sought. It
is difficult to see at first that an oscillating func-
tion can be connected with probability. However, the
way we have linked up time with space accounts for the
oscillating function. According to substitutions in
the general wave equation the variables x-^, x^, x^,
and x, (with x„ being equal to 1 CC-i y ). for the var-
4 4
iables x, y, z, and t respectively, Minkowski arrives
at an equation which is satisfied with real exponents
#2
familiar from the theory of probability. The dis-
tribution function must be discovered which will enable
us to predict not merely the average value but the probable
deviation produced by an observation, before we can take
in the experiment as a whole.
Where there is observation there is always a trans-
fer of action, Lindemann described the experiment
mentioned in the Minkowski coordinates, where the trans-
it. Lindemann - Quantum Theory, Chap. XIV. Page 131-132,
line 19.
#1. *t t an imaginary quantity, |c' the velocity of pro-
pagation, and ' t' the time.
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fer of action appears in the form of the transfer of
another quantity which may be called Minkowski action
at
and designed by H. The Minkowski quantity H may be
split up into pairs of conjugated coordinates Q and P.
It is desired to discover what is the probable value
of P imposed by the observation if the quantity Q is
measured, or vice versa.
If we call the elements of H along the four axes
H y . Hjt . H v , and Hy iyI . the probability of
finding the element H is expressed by the function
f( ) * tlle probability of findiag the element H^22
_
is expressed by the function /Y/^^J and so on for the
other axes. If the probabilities are independent the
chances of finding at the same time these elements will
be given by the products of the functions.
mjmjmjmj
Introducing the coordinate x
/ ,
x 2 , x^ ' x
<f
for the coordinates x^
,
x 2 , Xg , and x^ ,
the probabilitv remains unaltered.
The total Minkowski action may readily be shown to
equal the sum of the elements along the four axes.
fa fa fa fa ^ + +% *
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The only solution which satisfies both conditions
is an exponential .. ,1
-wt„ „/„>
being a constant whose dimensions are these of a
reciprocal Minkowski action and designated here as jfif.QP
Ho- According to the principle H = Q*P,then
Introducing a variable 1 *f 1 proportional to the
square root of the probability we have
l(J= (Z- H* - 1
This is in the terras of Minkowski coordinates with
Minkowski action HG . If we wish to return to our
ordinary coordinates involving time we must substi-
ho
tute
—
j
— for H where h represents the ordinary
action and P and Q can be replaced by p and q whose
product has the dimension of an action. Since q«p
is a multiple of h we can identify this parameter
with ! h' in the formula of indeterminacy and equate
it to Planck's element of action ! h' . Then the ex-
pression seems to represent the distribution func-
tion we required in order to take account of the
suppressed coordinate.
1. Lindemann - Quantum Theory, Chap. XIV. Page 132-135.
2b Lindemann - Quantum Theory, Ghap. XIV. Page 132-135.
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Thus the general equation found has a periodic aspect
which 'Lindemann 1 was compelled to introduce in the case
of a definite ambiguity in the value of one coordinate
as opposed to the usual form which deals only with a
range of uncertainty. Exactly how and why changing from
the Minkowski coordinates to the time, changes the ex-
ponential expression into an oscillating function is be-
1
yond our present scope to inquire. The general ex-
pression can be converted into an oscillating function
given by de Moivre's expression ^ ~ & ~f~ c
Z&si-^H><Sih(~^rS_ C«-(f($-<'*»(f-p$
ijJ— — ^0
This oscillating function shows that the deviations are
distributed upon either side. By analogy we are
accustomed to describe such an expression in undulatory
terms
.
What was called wave-length in the undulatory
theory is considered in this discussion to be the funda-
mental unit of action 'h' divided by the momentum of the
photon. There was no uncertainty in the momentum of
the photon greater than ^ and the accuracy of its
position could not be greater than ' A • 1 Wave length
is a space-time description while in the principle of
indeterminacy it was not necessary to discuss the
17 Lindemann - Quantuiu Theory - Chap. XIV, Page 132-135.
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position of the photon. As a direct result what
was called long-wave -length in radiation in the un-
dulatory theory consists in this discussion of photons
of small momentum, whose longitudinal position in the
"beam could not be accurately described. Short wave-
length or high-frequency radiation, corresponds to
photons with high momentum, whose position in the
beam can be more accurately fixed than those of small
momentum. Waves that are capable of interfering over
great path differences would in our consideration be
photons whose longitudinal position is uncertain over
the path differences, but which could be fixed by
sacrificing the interference phenomenon.
It has been shown here that the two fundamental
theories can be one and the same. The above para-
graph indicates that it has been a matter of terms.
The phenomenon of diffraction has been arrived at by
a consideration of the photon. This was long thought
to be impossible on the basis of either the wave theory
or the corpuscular theory. The phenomenon of inter-
ference can only be accepted as an empirical fact by
our consideration of the photon. It first seemed that
our formula was made upon an undulatory assumption;
but this was not the case. The resolving power of the
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microscope was an empirical fact just as was Compton's
formula for the recoil suffered by a particle was an
empirical fact, and that the product of the two un-
certainties was *h.' These results would have been
impossible had Lindemann conceived of them by means of
space time description only. However, by the use of the
principal of indeterminacy he arrived at a partial re-
conciliation of the two theories.
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VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the foregoing pages we have endeavored to make
clear the growth, of the theory of light and present-
ed the principles of the undulatory and corpuscular
theories of light, pointing out in each case their
fundamental principles and have given reason why they
differed so extensively. Finally, we presented a
method for answering the question: is light undula-
tory or corpuscular?
The early theories of light had no resemblance
to the facts, "but as time moved on, theories v/ere
formulated that had some characteristics of the
present day conceptions.
With the coming of Newton and Huyghens in the
seventeenth century, the theory of light took on new
impetus. These two great pioneers in so many fields,
put forth rival theories which provoked a controversy
lasting for a century. Newton was the author of the
famous corpuscular theory while Huyghens gave us the
wave theory of light. Newton formed his theory,
after certain phenomena could not be satisfactorily
explained on the basis of the wave theory.
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The corpuscular theory was that luminous "bodies
emit very small or minute particles of high speed
and when these come in contact with the retina of
the eye, they produce the sensation of sight. The
wave theory was that every vibrating point on the
wave front was the center of a new disturbance;
these disturbances travelling with equal velocity,
are enveloped by a surface that has the same proper-
ties as the surface from which the secondary dis-
turbances start, and this surface forms a new wave
front. Young and Presnel made their contributions
to the wave theory of Huyghens in their interfer-
ence and diffraction theories and as a consequence
aided materially in the strengthening of the grip
of the wave theory in the science of life. However,
each theory had its advantages and disadvantages. The
situation was about like this : on one side of the im-
penetrable barrier, or fence, was to be found a group
of phenomena such as interference, polarization,
smaller velocity of light in optically denser bodies,
the whole electro-magnetic theory and its ramifica-
tions according to which one would say without the
slightest doubt that light was a wave motion. While
on the other side of the fence was another group,
the photo-electric effect, X-rays and other phenomena,
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according to which one would say that light must be
corpuscular. The discovery of polarization led to
modification of the wave theory and caused the sub-
stitution of transverse vibrations for longitudinal
vibrations
.
The results of Hertz f s experiments, namely the
photo-electric effect, the discovery of the X-rays,
and the Quantum Theory of Max Planck brought a return
of the abandoned corpuscular theory. Einstein ex-
tended Planck f s theory by introducing light quanta,
that light and all similar radiation is composed of
radiation elements whose energy is connected with
frequency of radiation by a universal proportionality
factor. Other experiments were performed which show-
ed that X-rays were waves made up of small particles
and that electrons appeared as a bunch of waves
,
Even though these facts seemed to favor the corpus-
cular theory, the theory could not account for inter-
ference and diffraction. The work of De Broglie and
Schrb'dinger and also Fourier seemed to have mastered
the difficulties of the corpuscular theory in the
explanation of the above mentioned phenomena; but they
could not account for the distribution of the corpuscules
after they had passed through the interference apparatus.
»
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Each set of facts agree with one theory and
seems definitely inconsistent with the other theory.
Since agreement between a theory and a set of facts
does not always prove the theory true whereas
disagreement does prove the theory untrue or at least
inadequate, the usual conclusion to be drawn is that
both theories are inadequate. However, this is not
the case here.
The reason for all these difficulties and the
fact that we are unable to recognize any relation-
ship between these two theories of light lies in
our inability to describe reality in other than
spatio-temporal language. By the use of Heisenberg's
theory and the principles of indeterminacy we are
able to overcome the difficulty. The principle of
indeterminacy provides a formula by which one can
predict the most probable value acquired by one
coordinate through the act of observing the conju-
gated coordinate. That is a probable value of the
dynamical coordinate implied in any statement about
a positional coordinate, can be predicted. So by
the use of these conjugated coordinates, which are
left out in our present theory of space-time
description, we are able to solve the problem. There-
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fore we conclude by saying that the corpuscular and
undulatory conception are no longer fundamentally
different but possess complementary features. That
the explanation of reflection and refraction offered
no difficulty from either theory. That diffraction
is easily explained on the wave theory and by con-
sidering the photon, we arrived at the phenomenon of
diffraction in this discussion. The phenomenon of
interference offered a more difficult problem. The
interference expression derived from the consideration
of the photon was purely empirical, but Lindemann
validated the expression when he discovered the dis-
tribution function which accounted for deviation on
both sides of the general expression. Here Planck's
constant was inserted in the general expression de-
rived from the Minkowski transformation (where the
fourth dimension x4 was equal to 'ict') . From which
resulted an oscillating function when we changed back
to our coordinates involving time. And by analogy we
explain such a function in undulatory terms. There-
fore from the consideration of a particle we arrived
at a wave form which accounted for the interference
phenomenon
.
' i» is an imaginary quantity, ' c' the velocity of
propagation, and t 1 the time.
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